Use of micromolded carbon dual electrodes with a palladium decoupler for amperometric detection in microchip electrophoresis.
The fabrication and evaluation of micromolded dual carbon ink electrodes and their integration with a fabricated palladium decoupler for use in microchip electrophoresis is described. As opposed to previous work involving carbon-based dual electrodes with microchip electrophoresis, this approach results in electrodes that are amenable to mass production in a manner where the decoupler/electrode alignment is fixed and reproducible. In this work, electrode sizes and spacings were optimized to result in dual carbon electrodes that are 1 microm in height and separated by 100 microm. Fluorescence microscopy was used to investigate leakage around the electrode/channel interface as well as to investigate what effect the dual electrodes have on band broadening phenomena. The performance of the microelectrodes was demonstrated by the separation and selective dual electrode detection of neurotransmitters in the presence of ascorbic acid. It was also found that addition of SDS to the buffer system improved both the LODs and collection efficiencies. This approach, which is the first involving carbon-based dual electrodes with an on-chip palladium decoupler, will be useful for separating and detecting neurotransmitters that are either collected by in vivo sampling or released from cells on-chip.